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What role do fathers play?

Can have negative impacts by:
-being absent
-being abusive
-being a negative role model (selling drugs, prison, being unfaithful)

Some fathers aren’t absent by choice, but because the mother pushes him away.

Can have positive impacts by:
-giving boys and girls healthy role models for how men should treat women
-helping boys become respectful, responsible and emotionally mature
-helping keep kids safe, have fewer problems in school, begin sexual activity
later, less likely to get pregnant, lower rates of behavioral problems

Source: PREP’s “Within My Reach” and ”Walking the Line”









Participant Input

• Many of our participants talk about how the other partner continues to use the
children as weapons to hurt them, use confusion, use confusion and anger to
manipulate the children to like them better, and otherwise stir up trouble on
purpose (or what they perceive as on purpose).

• Typically mothers want to protect their children from being in the middle of this
dysfunction, however, they often learn through our classes that they play a role in
it, too.

• One mother in a community-based setting for former domestic violence victims
said, “I see now that it isn’t just his fault. I play into his game when I react with
emotion rather than the simple facts that we need to solve today and I put the
kids in the middle”.

• A man in jail said that he thought he and his ‘baby mamma’ were doing an ok job
co-parenting but now see so many areas that they were missing – he wanted to
take our class on the ‘outside’ (in the community) with his former partner when he
gets out of jail. This is very common.


